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ABOUT OUR COVER
With customers becoming increasingly 
interested in where the food they buy hails 
from, you’re on a safe bet when you stock 
MasterFoods quality sauces and salad 

dressings, all of which are 
produced in Australian 

fffffffactories from 
locally sourced 

ingredients.

Plus, they come 
in MasterFoods’ 

SSSqueeze-On 
packaging, which 
was hailed as a 

great innovation at the time of its 
creation and is still a big hit with Aussie consumers. 

Designed to eliminate the need to use two hands to open the packaging, 
the Squeeze-On pack is easy to open when out and about - which is 
why it’s the ideal way to package sauces to accompany takeaway treats.

All of MasterFoods’ most popular sauces are available in Squeeze-On 
packs, including Tomato, Tartare, Barbecue, Soy, Worcester, Sweet 
and Sour, Sweet Thai Chilli, and Mint, as well as American Mustard, 
Aioli, Italian Vinaigrette, French Vinaigrette, Mayonnaise, Caesar Salad 
Dressing, Vinegar Salad Dressing and even Sweet Spread Honey. 

The Tomato, Barbecue and Tartare sauces are available in convenient 
countertop dispenser packs (each containing 100 Squeeze-On packs) 
which are attractively presented to further encourage in-store sales.

To place an order contact your local distributor or MasterFoods 
sales rep. For more information phone 1800 816 016 or visit  
www.marsfoodservices.com.au.

http://www.marsfoodservices.com.au
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Dubbed the largest coffee event in Australasia, the 2015 MICE 
(Melbourne International Coffee Expo) show was held across three 
days at Melbourne Showgrounds last month and attracted visitors 
from cafes, takeaways, bistros, clubs and more, all eager to see 
what was on offer.  

Innovation was the order of the day with more than 100 exhibitors 
on hand to showcase the latest in coffee technology, along with 
the ‘Let’s Talk Coffee’ program which 
provided an opportunity to talk with 
coffee roasters, equipment suppliers 
and growers from 20 coffee 
producing countries and the chance 
to learn about coffee processing and 
production innovations.

The show also hosted national 
competitions and held coffee 
education classes, with baristas 
and coffee experts providing valuable 
advice and insights into how to better 
serve your customers with that perfect cup.

Some of the standout exhibits included GLOBAL COFFEE 
SOLUTIONS, which was showcasing its high-end Conti espresso 
unit. This is fairly new to the local market, as Joe Nascimento of 
Global Coffee Solutions advised – “We’ve been importing it for 
about six months now,” Joe told us. Built in Monte Carlo, the 
Conti features sleek presentation and the latest in technological 
innovations, including a first-generation multiboiler, individual 
temperature control for each group head, and power management 
system which enables you to run it from single phase 10amp up to 
32amp, depending on your power supply.

The individual temperature controls mean you can set up the group 
heads for different blends such as medium or dark roast. Other 
features include a highly manouverable steam iron which makes a 

big difference to usability – and rather than turn a knob to start the 
steam, you depress a lever, which is much easier on the wrist over 
long periods of use. The group heads are coated with teflon ensure 
they won’t rust over time (which apart from looking unattractive 
also adversely affects the taste of the coffee).

The Conti is designed primarily for high-end cafes – “one in Perth 
in a drive-through does about 70kg of coffee 

beans per week,” Joe told us.

Global also offers two brands of 
beans – Volene, which offers two 

distinctive blends, and Lasamba, which 
incorporates five blends, plus another 

brand for vending.

On the ‘superautomatic’ side of the 
equipment spectrum, Alex Guignet 
from BOEMA MACHINES was 
on hand to showcase the Schaerer 

Coffee Art Plus. Like all ‘superautomatic’ 
units this removes the need to have a barista on hand to make 

coffee, but the Coffee Art Plus features an auto milk frother which 
allows you to retain an important part of the ‘theatre’ of coffeemaking 
– the sound of traditional milk frothing – while ensuring a great milk 
texturing that’s always consistent.

“People still want the ‘theatre’ and the Coffee Art Plus gives you 
consistent quality coffee, while the milk frother enables anyone to 
produce style coffee,” Boema Sales & Marketing Manager Greg 
Gibbs told us.The Coffee Art Plus comes with two bean hoppers on 
top you can offer different blends, decaf in addition to regular coffee 
etc. It also has a fully automatic milk system in four variations, four 
different steam wands for manually foaming and heating milk, a 
variety of milk storage options and other functionality.

Of course there was much more than just coffee roasters and 

INNOVATION ON SHOW AT
MELBOURNE INTERNATIONAL 
COFFEE EXPO equipment suppliers at MICE. Major food suppliers were also there, 

such as SANITARIUM which was showcasing the full range of So 
Good, which includes soy milk, almond milk, coconut milk and an 
almond/coconut milk blend.

“We anticipate the total market for almond milk to exceed soy milk 
by the middle of this year, following the trends we’ve seen in the US,” 
Santarium National Account Manager Foodservice Gary Campbell 
told us. “Almond is a low-calorie alternative beverage, with one-third 
less calories than light cow’s milk and lower calorie count than soy 
milk. And of course it’s gluten free too.”

The expo also attracted some first-timers, including CHEEKI 
reusable beverage cups, which is expanding from retail into the café 
market. Cheeki’s cups are made from food grade stainless steel, 
with some covered in vacuum insulation to ensure they stay hot, 
and they’re designed to be spill proof. “They offer a big potential for 
customised product as roasters and cafes can brand them and sell 
them for customers to re-use on a regular basis,” explains Cheeki 
director Simon Karlik. “It’s also a great way to promote your café’s 

green credentials – say 
by offering a 30 cent 
discount (the price of 
vvva disposable cup) to 

customers if they 
bring in their own 

Cheeki cup.” 

Simon points out 
the time is ripe for    

 an alternative to the 
disposable coffee 

cup. “Three million per day are thrown out just in Australia and they 
can present an environmental hazard with the plastic lining and 
plastic lid. The US is leading the way with reusable cups and we’re 
hoping to see that trend take off here. It does build brand loyalty 
and green credentials and the discount you can offer provides an 
incentive to encourage repeat business. Also the simple fact is that 
your coffee will taste better in a reusable stainless steel cup.”



THE ROCKETBOY success story begins with another Sydney pizza 
chain, Doughboy which began in 1999, and where Dan was Head 
of Product. Dan and three of the other Doughboy business partners 
decided it was time to branch out on their own and establish a new 
brand identity and so Rocketboy was born, with five of the existing 
Doughboy establishments (in Petersham, Newtown, Potts Point, 
Maroubra and Randwick) rebranding as Rocketboy.

“Petersham is our biggest operation, and it’s where we have our 
prep kitchen from which we produce a lot of the food for our other 
stores,” Dan tells us. 

This is where Rocketboy produces the 
dough for its pizza bases, which 

you can read more about in 
our story on this edition’s  

back page.

It’s also where Rocketboy’s 
‘home made’ sauces 
and marinades are 
made fresh daily for 
distribution to its stores. 
“We go the extra mile 

with food preparation,” 
Dan explains, emphasising 

the business is focused on 
using fresh seasonal produce  

wherever possible. 

“For example we sautee our own mushrooms, 
grill our own eggplant, roast our own pumpkin, pickle our own 
fennel and grow fresh ingredients like kale.”

Dan says Rocketboy’s business philosophy is built on offering 
quality, healthier Australian produce from sustainable sources. It’s a 
reflection of his own personal passion, the origins of which he can 
trace back to childhood. 

“I don’t have a background in foodservice – I’m a social worker by 
trade – but my upbringing was on an organic farm in England. So 
when I went into this venture my focus was to see whether we as 
pizzamakers could go down more of a sustainable, organic route.”

In fact the starting point for the Rocketboy business was Dan and 
his partners being asked to participate in a TV documentary by 
Gourmet Farmer filmmaker Matthew Evans. “We wanted to use 
sustainable Australian seafood rather than imported seafood on 
our pizzas and were able to get the product we wanted at the right 
pricepoint,” he recalls.

Rocketboy has tried to reduce the amount of imported product 
on its menu, replacing it with ingredients sourced from Australian 
producers. 

Dan says “We want to be a real community pizza business, with 
our roots in Australia and our supply based on NSW growers and 
producers.”

Watch a video interview with Dan on the Club Perfect website 

– just visit www.clubperfect.com.au and go 

to the Professional Advice Videoclips tab in 

the Masterclass section.

INSIDEPizza
CULINARY SOLUTIONS FOR TODAY’S PIZZA PROFESSIONALS

ROCKETBOY 
TAKES OFF!

In this third instalment 
of our regular series 
looking at successful Aussie 

pizzamaking businesses, we 
talk to Daniel Luxford who 

together with his business partners has launched 
Rocketboy, which currently boasts five dine-in/
takeaway establishments across Sydney.
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Australia’s number one chocolate  
hazelnut spread* is now available 
in two convenient new sizes.

With high viscosity and ease of piping, 

Nutella in the new 3kg bucket is the ideal 

choice for chefs, patissiers and bakers.

The new 3kg bucket is easy to stack and its 

extra wide opening allows you easy access 

to all the Nutella so there’s zero waste.

Breakfasts are now easily catered for with 

the new 15g Portion Control Packs. They are 

the perfect single serve size, so there’s no 

fuss and no mess.

Both new packs are completely shelf stable 

and require no refrigeration.

So start spreading the love and incorporate 

Nutella into your menu, you’ll be surprised 

at how easy it is to deliver mouth-watering 

dishes that your customers keep coming 

back for.

Two new sizes.
Same great taste.

Armory NUT0022_FSR

For more information please contact Ferrero Customer Service on 02 9409 8807 
*Source: Nielsen Grocery Scantrack value sales and value share % MAT (06/07/2014)
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IN THIS ISSUE’S ‘Down the Street’ story, Rocketboy partner Dan Luxford emphasises 
the importance of food sustainability and how that’s a big part of the operational focus 
for that business.

The concept of sustainability is trending high at the moment across news media, 
reality TV food shows and media bloggers alike – all of which can influence consumers 
in their choice of dine-in and takeaway pizza.

With so many people using the expression, it’s worth taking a closer look at the 
philosophy behind it.

A sustainable system is simply one which is self-perpetuating – which can continue 
on without running down.

When it comes to food, sustainability usually refers to sourcing specialist produce 
locally and seasonally – from people who produce, or farm, or manufacture it, with 
respect for the environment and the integrity of the food itself.

So how do you go about identifying sustainable products, or suppliers who use 
sustainable practices?

One of the best ways is simply to talk to your local suppliers. When you’re using a 
supplier who has produced the food themselves, you can get an idea of their passion 
and commitment to what they’re doing.

A great benefit of sourcing products locally through smaller suppliers is that often 
all it takes is a simple phone call to be in touch with the people who are directly 
responsible for producing the food.

And thanks to the modern media world of Facebook, Twitter and phone text messages, 
quick and efficient communication is easier than ever.

In the case of Rocketboy, Dan Luxford says their business is helped by their proximity 
to many local, specialist suppliers.

“Our prep kitchen is in Petersham and just down the road in the Marrickville area there 
are so many good producers around,” Dan points out.

“We use Black Forest Smokehouse, which offers excellent handcrafted smallgoods. 
Our organic chicken comes from Inglewood Farms in Queensland and we get our 
extra virgin olive oil from a producer in NSW. Our goats cheese comes from Meredith 
Dairies in Victoria, because we were unable to find anyone in NSW making goat’s 

NEW ON CLUB PERFECT
CLUB PERFECT, the premier resource 
for Australia’s independent pizza 
professionals, is bigger and better than 
ever. Our latest site update includes the
following new Masterclass stories:

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE  
VIDEOCLIPS BAM VINO
Bam Vino is the fulfillment of a long-held 
dream for restaurateur Jan Rundle – to 
create a venue which he describes as 
“like my house, but bigger!” Explore it for 
yourself and see how Jan has turned his 
dream into reality.

EXPERT OPINION –  
THE COMPETITIVE EDGE  
Pizza competitions are a great way to 
acknowledge the terrific quality work being 
produced by our leading pizzamakers. But 
what’s in it for YOU as an entrant?
 
CHOOSING THE CHEESE – RICOTTA
Ricotta is a traditional curd cheese which 
originated in Italy from the milk whey left 
over by other cheese production and is 
still produced to the same basic method.
 
COMPLEMENTARY CUISINE –  
ITALIAN DESSERTS  
There’s a lot more to Italian desserts 
than just gelato – in fact a myriad 
of concoctions sure to delight your 
customers’ tastebuds.
 
NOT A CLUB PERFECT MEMBER YET?  
Sign up today - registration is FREE @  
www.clubperfect.com.au

FRESH + SEASONAL = 
FOOD SUSTAINABILITY

cheese at the volume to bring it to the market at a cost-effective 
pricepoint for us. We go to the markets ourselves twice a week and 
deal with the growers there for all our vegies.”

Rocketboy currently features organic chicken and lamb on the menu 
along with free range bacon, but Dan is probably most proud of the 
wild, sustainably caught prawns used on Rocketboy’s Chilli Prawn 
Pizza (alongside fresh parsley, garlic, lemon and baby spinach). 

“All our prawns come from two fisheries in the Northern Territory, 
which are the only two in Australia to have received Marine 
Stewardship Council certification,” Dan says proudly. 

It’s another example of Dan’s efforts to provide his customers 
with quality, locally sourced produce – a move that is paying 
off for the business, through generating valuable publicity and 
customer goodwill, as well as ensuring richly flavoursome 
food that keeps people coming back!pizza … which is 
straightforward to prepare and serve, a big favourite with the 
customers and a great way of generating repeat business. 
 

WANT TO OFFER your customers something extra on the menu? 
More and more of Australia’s independent pizza operators are 
recognising the value of adding dessert pizzas to their offering – 
especially since they’ve been mainstays of the US pizza market for 
many years.

The dessert pizza is not quite the innovation it might first appear – if 
you go back in history, you’ll find dessert pizzas topped with honey, 
nuts and fruits were being served in Italy centuries ago.

Just as with a savoury pizza, there is a wide range of toppings to 
choose from and the only real limit is your imagination. Fresh or 
canned fruit, sweet sauces, nuts, ice cream and spreads like Nutella 
have proven enormously popular, and you can drizzle honey, sugar 
or golden syrup over the top for a final garnish.

You don’t, however, necessarily need to make a special base. Your 
standard pizza dough will do, when topped with the sweet flavours 
of your choosing.

There’s also the question of whether you should serve dessert 
pizzas hot or cold. The answer is it depends on the toppings you’ve 
chosen. Cooking the base first, then adding the toppings and putting 
the pizza back into the oven to ‘finish’ by melting chocolate or other 
toppings can often produce a fantastic result – but you do need to 
be careful not to burn or over-caramelize sweet toppings, and don’t 
serve them so hot that they’ll burn the mouth of your customer!

Another point worth noting is that a standard pizza oven might be 
too hot to accommodate the cooking of a very sweet base. In that 
case, it might be best to make only minor modifications to your 
dough – for example, sweeten it with melted butter or lightly brush 
sugar over it. Sweet spices such as cinnamon and nutmeg can  
also add flavour.

 

JOINT AUSTRALIAN CHAMPION pizzamaker and Club Perfect 
Ambassador Kris Bailey, from Pizza Religion in Melbourne, unveiled 
a stylish dessert pizza creation at the 2014 Global Pizza & Pasta 
Challenge Aussie finals, as pictured above.

Kris’ Caramelized Banana and Ricotta Cheesecake, which utilises 
Perfect Italiano Ricotta and ice cream made from Nutella spread, 
is a truly exotic concoction that looks as good as it tastes. We’re 
pleased to be able to share the recipe with Inside Pizza readers.

METHOD: Roll out dough ball. Spread on cheesecake/caramelised 
banana mixture and bake. Once cooked, slice and place scoop of 
Nutella ice cream in centre of pizza. Sprinkle with Nutella soil, mint 
and dust with icing sugar.
TO MAKE CARAMELISED BANANA MIXTURE: Place halved 
bananas in heavy base saucepan on medium heat with butter and 
brown sugar. Keep tossing till bananas are cooked.
TO MAKE CHEESECAKE BASE: Place half sugar and rest of 
ingredients in blender and blend till  combined.
In another bowl, place rest of sugar and egg whites. Whisk till stiff 
peak is reached. Mix into Perfect Italiano Ricotta base then fold 
through crushed caramelised banana.
TO MAKE NUTELLA ICE CREAM: Place all ingredients in bowl, 
whisk till combined. Gradually add dry  ice till mixture is frozen. 
Scoop out and allow to rest in freezer for a couple of hours to allow 
remaining gas to settle.  
TO MAKE NUTELLA SOIL: Mix Nutella and maltodextrin together 
in bowl (may need extra  maltodextrin to get desired texture).

DESSERT PIZZAS 
CAN EXPAND 
YOUR MENU 

Caramelized 
Banana and Ricotta 

Cheesecake 
with Nutella Ice 

Cream Pizza

80g dough ball 
Cheesecake mixture  
1 scoop Nutella ice cream  
Nutella soil to taste  
Caramelised banana: 
3 bananas, halved 
|60g butter 
150g brown sugar 
Cheesecake base: 
125g sugar  
650g Perfect Italiano Ricotta   
1tbsp cornflour  
4 eggs, separated  

150ml sour cream  
3 crushed caramelised 
bananas  
Nutella ice cream: 
750ml thick cream 
250ml milk  
3/4 cup sugar  
Pinch salt  
150g Nutella  
Dry ice  
Nutella soil: 
150g Nutella  
approx 80g maltodextrin 

http://www.clubperfect.com.au


PIZZA DOUGH
HOW MUCH IMPORTANCE do you place on the quality of your pizza dough?

You may think that the toppings on the pizza are what imparts the flavour and 
therefore the dough is relatively unimportant. 

Not according to Club Perfect Ambassador and award-winning pizzamaker Theo 
Kalogeracos.

Theo was a baker before he became 
a pizzamaker and he says that the 
two most important components of 
pizza are the cheese – because it 
holds the other ingredients together – 
and the base.

“If you don’t have those right, the rest 
doesn’t matter,” Theo emphasises. “If 
they’re right, they’ll go unnoticed.”

Theo points out that if your pizza 
base is sloppy and droops, your 

ingredients will slide right off.

Using his baker’s skill and knowledge, Theo 
spent nine months developing the ideal pizza 
base before opening his first Little Caesars 
Pizzeria.

In the case of this issue’s Down the Street 
success story, Rocketboy, the pizza dough is 
made fresh each day in their prep kitchen using 
an extended process.

“We try to cold-ferment our dough for 48 hours 
and have a custom-built cool room for that 
purpose,” Dan explains. 

“This allows the dough to develop slowly and fully break down the yeast, 
ensuring greater consistency.”

In addition to its standard pizza base, Rocketboy also produces wholemeal spelt 
flour bases and gluten free bases for distribution to its stores.

“I think a good base is 100 per cent important to the overall quality of the pizza,” 
Dan says. “We try to achieve a thin, light, crispy base which allows you to enjoy all 
the flavours on top. We like to see whole pizzas eaten with no crusts left behind.

“It’s very labour-intensive to roll out fresh dough in the traditional fashion so I think 
a lot of places are using the same basic mix, the thickness is standardised to allow 
it to hold on the toppings. The thickness and density of the dough is taking the 
pressure off the person who’s making the pizza, taking away some of the need for 
specialised artisan skills. It’s a sort of safety net.

“We need to have a little more skill level in our kitchens, because our dough is 
thin and each pizza has to be judged on its merits as to when it’s ready to go  
into the oven.”

Dan says the extended cold-fermentation process that Rocketboy uses for their 
pizza dough is something he picked up from visits to the US. 
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RECIPE OF THE MONTH 
This issue’s featured recipe comes to us courtesy 
of Rocketboy Pizza and is one of its most popular 
menu items. It features sustainably caught prawns 
sourced from two Northern Territory fisheries, both of 
which are the only two fisheries in Australia to have 
received Marine Stewardship Council certification.

 
CHILLI PRAWN PIZZA

Pre-season the Wild Australian prawns in a roast 
chilli and garlic marinade. Roll pizza dough onto tray, 
spread marinara sauce over and lay baby spinach 
leaves across the base. Spread Perfect Italiano 
Mozzarella over and add spanish onion, cherry 
tomatoes and prawns.

Top with  oregano, sea salt, shaved Perfect 
Parmesan, fresh parsley, lemon wedge  and a drizzle 
of roast chilli extra virgin olive oil.

To make the marinade: Prepare a mix of sliced 
onions (50 per cent), diced and deseeded banana 
chilli (40 per cent) and finely chopped fresh garlic  
(10 per cent). Roast in olive oil for approximately 35-
45 minutes at 180 degrees C. Season with pepper, 
salt, lemon juice and extra chilli flakes to taste and 
allow to cool to under 5 degrees before adding to 
the prawns.

SPOTLIGHT  

INGREDIENTS: 
1 pizza dough base 
Marinara sauce 
Sliced onions 
Banana chilli, diced and 
de-seeded 
Garlic 
Baby spinach leaves 
Perfect Italiano 
Mozzarella cheese 
Perfect Italiano 
Parmesan cheese 
Spanish onions 

Cherry tomatoes 
Wild Australian prawns 
Sea salt 
Pepper 
Oregano 
Parsley 
Lemon wedge 
Lemon juice 
Roast chilli extra virgin 
olive oil 

The pulled meat range from Hans Smallgoods is 
a terrific time-saving solution for professionals 
working in cafes, pizzerias, pub bistros  
and takeaways alike.

“These products, consisting 
of Hans Pulled Pork, Beef, 

Chicken and Lamb, offer 
fantastic convenience 

and ease of use, 
because all the hard 

work has already 
been done for you,” 

says Hans Smallgoods 
Marketing Manager 

Mirabel Rosar.

“All products in the range consist of authentic pulled meat 
that’s been genuinely slow-cooked for up to 10 hours, depending 
upon the type of meat used.

“The end result is a top quality product with natural presentation 
and terrific taste, just as if you’d prepared it yourself using traditional 
handpulling methods. 

“But using Hans pulled meat saves all that time and effort. All you 
have to do is take our product from the fridge and put it straight into 
your food. The final result is a fantastic, delicious slow cooked meal 
in minutes – not hours.”

Hans pulled meats are not only convenient to use and versatile 
in application - their quality is the best available on the  
foodservice market.

Hans uses only premium beef and pork and chicken breast and 

lamb meat. All Hans pulled meats are relatively low in fat and gluten 
free with no artificial colours or flavours.

They’re ideal for a wide range of meals from pizza toppings to 
sandwich inclusions, or served in salad.

You can even heat them and serve with gravy in a roll, slider or wrap 
instead of roast beef, pork or chicken.

Hans pulled meats are 
available in 1kg bags 
either chilled or 
frozen to make 
it easy to store 
them in the fridge 
or freeze until 
needed. As they’re 
individually quick frozen, the product is free flowing straight from 
the bag and will defrost rapidly for further ease of use.

With a frozen shelf life of up to six months and around 35 days 
chilled in the fridge, Hans pulled meats are an ideal addition to your 
menu and a cost-effective and convenient way of offering your 
customers the terrific quality and flavour of authentic pulled meat 
that tastes as good as if you’d prepared it from scratch.

For more information contact your local distributor, 
or visit our website www.hans.com.au

 

HANS PULLED MEAT RANGE  
BOASTS UNBEATABLE CONVENIENCE
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NOW AVALIABLE
HANS PULLED LAMB

SLOW COOKED  
FOR UP TO  
10 HOURS 

READY TO EAT IN 
JUST SECONDS - 

HOT OR COLD
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SPOTLIGHT  

Anyone who puts Ingham Pop’Em Chicken in their 
mouth, will � nd it impossible to stop at just one.

Made from 100% Australian chicken breast, Pop’Em 
Chicken is available in either Southern Style or Spicy 
Devil � avours.

They’re excellent as bistro � nger food or as an addition 
to any menu. They can be served in salads, in wraps or 
on their own with a variety of dipping sauces.

So if you’re looking for irresistible chicken to pop onto 
your menu... Ingham has the answer. 

www.inghamfoodservice.com.au  For more information or to place an order, contact your local branch.

Once they pop, they won’t stop.

Pop’Em Chicken Southern Style  5565200

Pop’Em Chicken Devil 5565100

ARM0706 Ingham Pop'Em Chicken_Half Page.indd   1 9/03/2015   3:11 pm

The term ‘gluten free’ being used to entice customers into your 
business is something we’re seeing adopted by more and more 
cafes, takeaways, pizzerias and foodservice establishments 
generally.

With the media fuelling awareness of the growing demand for 
gluten free, there’s no doubt that it’s here to stay and offering gluten 
free food on the menu is going to be good for business.

But that’s not as simple or straightforward as it may sound.

While most people have at least heard of gluten, many 
of them don’t know exactly what it is. Gluten is a protein, 
found in wheat, rye, barley and oats as well as foods 
and ingredients containing these (bread, cereals, pasta, 
pastries, biscuits etc). 

Most people can eat gluten without any adverse affects. However 
for the growing numbers of people being medically diagnosed with 
coeliac disease – a permanent intestinal intolerance to gluten – the 
only effective treatment is a lifelong gluten free diet.

The latest figures show coeliac disease affects 1.5 per cent of 
Australians or around 350,000 people – though many of these 
remain undiagnosed.

In practical terms this means that if you’re not offering gluten free 
meals, you’re missing out on more and more potential customers.

What complicates the issue further is that for people with coeliac 
disease, there’s no “safe” level of gluten – the food they eat must 
be 100 per cent gluten free.

David Sullivan, National Business Development Manager of Coeliac 
Australia, says too many foodservice operators offer gluten free 
meals without understanding that for people with coeliac disease, 
even the presence of a small amount of gluten in the food can 
cause them serious health isssues. 

“People who medically require a gluten free diet need to know 
they can eat your food and not get sick,” he points out. “Pizza is 
a good example – we know businesses promote gluten free pizza 
bases, but the problem comes with shared workspaces and an 
environment in which gluten containing ingredients are used. The 
risk of cross-contamination in some instances is quite high.

“It’s also not helpful to say on one level yes, we use gluten free 
bases and then the customer has to work out for themselves 
whether the topping is gluten free. That produces a significant risk 
in providing a truly gluten free product.”

Having determined that what is required is an accreditation system 
to ensure foodservice establishments can deliver genuinely gluten 

free meals, Coeliac Australia has partnered with McDonalds to trial 
a pilot scheme at three McCafes in the NSW Hunter Valley. David 
hopes its success at a local level will flow on to an opportunity to 
roll out a robust auditing and accreditation process nationally and 
apply to any foodservice business.

“An accreditation process like the one we’re piloting will be an 
education program for foodservice operators. In the case of the 
pizza bases I mentioned, they need to understand it’s not just the 
base but the whole pizza needs to be gluten free.”

David is also concerned about the current trend of some people 
adopting a gluten free diet without knowing whether they really 
need one. “Obviously some people are feeling better when eating 
a gluten free diet. They may have undiagnosed coeliac disease but 
haven’t gone down the path of seeing their doctor. The problem is 
that a bad reaction to gluten may be masking other, more serious 
health conditions, so you always need to ensure that you’re acting 
under the guidance of a medical practitioner.”

THE CHALLENGE OF 
OFFERING GLUTEN FREE

Perfect Italiano’s opportunity for Australia’s foodservice 
professionals to showcase their creativity by capturing a special 
moment at work in a photograph has paid off for the five place-
winners and 15 runner-up finalists.

The photo entries, taken by digital camera, iPhone or Android 
device were uploaded to the Club Perfect website where they were 
judged for their artistic merit.

“The entries showed creative flair, innovation and the commitment 
to excellence that exemplifies the dedicated professionals who 
work in the foodservice sector,” said Nick Dymond, Trade Marketing 
Manager at Fonterra Foodservice which produces Perfect Italiano 
cheese. “It was a tough call choosing the winners given the high 
quality of the entries we received.”

Major prizes were awarded to the five top entries in order of merit 

as follows:

First prize – 
Aidan Rawlins, 

apprentice at Black 
Coffee Lyrics in Surfers Paradise QLD, won 
a Robot Coupe Vegetable Cutter valued at 
$2289 for his image titled ‘Little Break’.

Second prize – Braedon Griffiths, chef at 
Hops Scotch and Beans in Brisbane, won a 
Canon 70D camera with 18mm-35mm lens 

valued at $1649 for his ‘Chef Life’ photo.

Third prize – Ivano Panazzolo, manager and pizzamaker at Sportivo 
Pizzeria in West Lakes SA, won a Robot Coupe Stick Blender 
valued at $583 for his montage imagery showing various stages in 
the process of making dough and garlic bread.

Fourth prize – Erin Martin, owner/operator chef at CeeCees Bistro 
in Penrith Bowling Club, NSW, won a Canon G16 Digital Camera 
valued at $599 for her ‘I Like Your Cheese!!!!’ snap.

Fifth prize – Robbie Fraser, commis chef at Batmans Hill on Collins 
St Melbourne, won an iSi Thermal Whipper and Crème Whipper 
valued at $275 for his photo titled ‘My Burning Passion’.

The remaining 15 finalists each received a $50 Coles Myer Gift 
Voucher plus an extra $50 voucher for those who included a 
Perfect Italiano pack/logo in shot.

Visit www.clubperfect.comaucapturethemoment/winners 
to see the gallery of winning images in full resolution.

Perfect Italiano ‘Capture the 
Moment’ winners announced

1st 2nd 4th 5th
3rd

WWW.
WATCH

VIDEO
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PRODUCT PARADE    

Check out this issue’s great selection 
of quality products – and if you’re not 
already stocking them, there’s no time 
like the present to put your order in!
EASTERN KITCHEN KARA-AGE CHICKEN

Nichirei Eastern Kitchen 
Kara-age Chicken is the 
first frozen Kara-age 
made in Australia, using 
quality Australian chicken 
and Nichirei’s recipe. 
Kara-age is an age-old 
Japanese technique, one 
of the most popular and 
widely used methods in 
Japan, in which pieces 
of food are marinated in a 
distinctive mix of sauces 

and herbs, then lightly coated in a seasoned crumb before cooking. 

Containing no bones or minced/mixed meat, just natural hand-cut 
chicken breast marinated and coated in the traditional method, 
Eastern Kitchen Kara-age Chicken is the easy way to add authentic 
Japanese/Asian taste to your menu. It makes an ideal café meal, light 
lunch served with chips or takeaway item. Eastern Kitchen Kara-
age can be deep fried in the traditional manner but also presents 
perfectly when oven baked. It’s available from Nichirei in 1kg bags  
(approx 30 pieces).

More information: www.nichirei.com.au

TURN YOUR GOOD BURGER 
INTO A GOURMET ONE
Birch & Waite fresh chilled sauces, mayonnaises and relishes make 
it easy to do just that – cost-effectively and without creating extra 
time and labour requirements.

The range embraces a selection of distinctive and delicious flavours 
including Caramelised Onion – containing 88 per cent onions fried 
in real butter and boasting rich, consistent flavour, the perfect 
accompaniment in a beef burger; Tomato Relish – made with 60 
per cent tomatoes and sauteed with onions in olive oil for traditional 
relish consistency and flavour; Beetroot Relish – containing 50 per 
cent beetroot, the must-have ingredient to make a genuine Aussie 
burger; and Peri Peri Sauce – bursting with lemon and chilli flavours, 
an ideal partner for chicken burgers.

The Birch & Waite mayonnaise range embraces Italian Truffle 
Mayonnaise – containing real truffles; Whole Egg Mayonnaise 
– crafted from a traditional European recipe with 14 per cent 
pasteurised whole eggs; and Garlic Aioli Mayonnaise – superior 
quality fresh chilled aioli made using freshly crushed garlic and 
pasteurised whole eggs.

All are free from the levels of 
preservatives and acidity 
found in shelf-stable 
products designed for 
ambient  temperature 
storage. As such, their quality, 
flavour and taste is far superior to ‘ambient’ 
products – so you don’t need to use much, as a little will go a long way.

Birch & Waite products are Australian made utilising Australian 
produce wherever possible and are batch-crafted to ensure 
consistent taste and texture. They come in a variety of sizes and 
packaging options including 20g portions, 2.3kg jars and 10kg and 
20kg buckets.

To arrange a FREE tasting contact Birch & Waite customer service 
at cs@birchandwaite.com.au or phone 02 8668 8000.

More information: www.birchandwaite.com.au

SAFCOL ‘FAD FREE’ 
TUNA POUCHES

With more and more of your 
customers concerned about 
food sustainability (see our 
article on the subject in this 
issue’s INSIDE PIZZA), it’s 
good to be able to let them 
know that the tuna you use 
has been responsibly fished.

Safcol has made this information easily accessible with its FAD 
Free Responsibly Fished Foil Packs available in 1kg and 3kg sizes.

These new packs highlight the fact that Safcol Responsibly Fished 
Tuna has been caught without FAD (Fish Attracting Devices). FADs 
attract many sea creatures which get caught with the tuna and this 
is detrimental to our oceans.

Safcol FAD Free Responsibly Fished Tuna packs contain skipjack 
tuna which is caught in FAO declared areas typically in the Western 
Pacific Ocean. The fishing process is dolphin and drift net safe and 
the product is all natural with no artificial colours or preservatives. 
Tuna is a good source of omega 3 and is high in protein.

You can learn more about the product and about FAD issues at 
www.safcol.com.au.

MORE FABULOUS PRODUCTS 
YOUR CUSTOMERS WILL LOVE!

Pizza bases

http://www.nichirei.com.au
mailto:cs@birchandwaite.com.au
http://www.birchandwaite.com.au
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